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Figure 6.2: Unpacking a Literacy Look-For

The unpacking process is not as mysterious as it may sound. Here is an example to help you 
understand what it looks like. Imagine that with very little notice you were offered a two-year 
assignment to teach in Egypt. You had no time to pack up your apartment, so friends and family 
members packed your belongings for you. Although they tried to keep things organized and 
labeled, as time grew short they simply grabbed whatever was left, wrapped it in old towels or 
newsprint, and stuffed it in a box they labeled “miscellaneous.” Belongings that you once used on 
a daily basis were put into storage.

Now, fast-forward to your return from Egypt. You have had a fabulous experience, but after a two-
year separation from your belongings, it’s time to move into a new apartment and get settled. 
The unpacking you do at that moment is most comparable to the conceptual unpacking of an 
instructional move. Let me further explain the similarities between the two processes.

Unpacking a literacy look-for that seems fairly straightforward at first glance is like tearing open the 
miscellaneous box. As you open this mystery box, you have no idea what you will find. You know 
that each item you unwrap belongs to you, but somehow as you hold each item in your hand, you 
may not even recognize it. Perhaps the object you hold is only one part of a whole—a shoe without 
its mate or a tangle of cords and chargers separated from their appliances, computers, and cell 
phones. You have two years of exciting experiences behind you and now are actually wondering if 
the coffee mug, that piece of art, and an article of clothing that seemed so dear two years earlier 
are even worth saving now. In the course of your unpacking you will be throwing away things that 
are no longer relevant and constructing a new life.

The same is true of your team as you collectively unpack a literacy look-for. You and your colleagues 
may have fuzzy definitions stored in your long-term memories, but as you share them with one 
another, you discover aspects of the look-for that had never before occurred to you. You realize that 
a particular look-for needs to be combined with and supported by other look-fors. As you listen to 
your teammates talk about how they employ various look-fors, you may suddenly realize that your 
previous understanding of the look-for will have to be discarded in favor of a new, comprehensive, 
and definitely more research-based version.

The process of unpacking a literacy look-for can be a little messy because it is a cognitive 
processing exercise in which team members retrieve knowledge, experiences, feelings, and 
perceptions about teaching and learning from their cognitive and social-emotional memory 
systems, place this “package” on the desktops of their working memories, and then after some 
discussion, reconstruct a new “package” of knowledge that they send back to their long-term 
memories for later retrieval. Your team is co-constructing knowledge. You may find your conceptual 
thinking begin to shift as you struggle with what implementing a specific look-for means to your 
students who are failing to survive and thrive in your classrooms.


